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INTRODUCTION

A massive wave of changes in industries are created by data. Business models, applications and even 
data driven economy depend on data to overcome the stress of the competition and even ensure the 
certainty of the survival. Data can represent not only the development trends but also the values of the 
changes. With the time passing, the values of data decreases, which makes the usage of time-series time 
more important.

Big Data is Large-scale data and can be either discrete or continuous. This article entails research 
that discusses the continuous case of Big Data often called “Data Streaming”. More and more businesses 
will depend on being able to process and make decisions on streams of data. This article utilizes the 
algorithmic side of data stream processing often called “stream analytics” or “stream mining”.

In a streaming data system, the data is made available at the moment a client application needs it. As 
stated by Warski (2016) processing data in a streaming fashion has become more and more popular over 
the “traditional” way of batch processing of Big Data sets available as a whole. According to Warski 
(2016), the focus has shifted in the industry of “it’s no longer that important how big is your data but 
rather it’s much more important of how fast you can analyze it and gain insights.”

Data stream processing incorporates a notion of a Window on a stream as a way to convert an infinite 
stream into a finite relation in order to apply relational operations. The data stream can be based on 
either time or the tuple. Time-based execution provides a way to model simultaneity, and tuple-based 
execution provides a way to react to primitive events. To process the two different kinds of streams, one 
would need to find a convergence language in which the simple difference between the two streams would 
be resolved. For this data streaming Window Join, one would need to focus on time-based data stream.

BACKGROUND

A Central Processing Unit (CPU) is the electronic circuitry within a computer that carries out the instruc-
tions of a computer program by performing the basic arithmetic, logical, control and input/output (I/O) 
operations specified by the instructions. The computer industry has used the term “central processing 
unit” at least since the early 1960s. Traditionally, the term “CPU” refers to a processor, more specifically 
to its processing unit and Control Unit (CU), distinguishing these core elements of a computer from 
external components such as main memory and I/O circuitry. (Wikipedia (2018e)).
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A Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is a specialized electronic circuit designed to rapidly manipulate 
and alter memory to accelerate the creation of images in a frame buffer intended for output to a display 
device. GPUs are used in embedded systems, mobile phones, personal computers, workstations, and game 
consoles. Modern GPUs are very efficient at manipulating computer graphics and image processing, 
and their highly parallel structure makes them more efficient than general-purpose CPUs for algorithms 
where the processing of large blocks of data is done in parallel. In a personal computer, a GPU can be 
present on a video card, or it can be embedded on the motherboard or—in certain CPUs—on the CPU 
die. (Wikipedia (2018d).

Figure 1 below shows the highlights of comparisons between Central Processing Unit (CPU) versus 
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Note that a CPU has a low compute density and a GPU has a high 
compute density. A CPU has a low latency tolerance and a GPU has a high latency tolerance, where 
latency refers to a measure of the time delay required for information to travel across a network. A CPU 
has shallow pipelines in contrast to a GPU that has high throughput. Hence this article discusses experi-
ments using GPUs that are extremely more efficient than the traditional CPU framework.

Below is a table of highlights of research advances from 2002 to 2018 in data streaming related to 
the data streaming processing of Window Joins with Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and topic of 
processing algorithms for data analysis of streaming data.

Figure 1. Comparison of CPU (Central Processing Unit) vs. GPU (Graphics Processor Units (GPUs)
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